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Message from the Principal 

 
Dear all 
 
At the moment, I’m vacillating regularly between feeling really grateful to be 
busy and purposeful one day and totally swamped the next. It is easy to lose 
perspective and writing the Parent Bulletin does create space in the week to 
reflect on things. So thank you for reading it and I appreciate the feedback 
and support we have received over the last few months. I have come to 
realise that this is a very practically minded and supportive community and 
I’m grateful for it.  
 

So the big change this week is that we’re inviting all of year 10 back and increasing the provision 
for year 12. It’s important to follow the guidance, so we’re sending separate emails to the families 
of these year groups outlining how things will work. It’s going to be a journey to get everybody 
back in here safely. I will continue to follow the guidance, because that is still where the best 
advice is coming from. Nationally, there is some testing of the waters going on around what the 
summer and September will look like, but a clear picture hasn’t emerged, so I’m as much in the 
dark as you are. For parents and teachers alike, it’s the uncertainty that will cause most of the 
anxiety I suspect we’re all feeling at times.   
 
On a positive note, I can see the profession really evolving quickly through this crisis. I’m 
fascinated to see how things will change for schools in the future. What will remain of virtual 
learning? Has this cohort of students become more independent and resourceful as a result of all 
this?  Have they become more resilient? Time will tell.  
 
That said, it’s also pretty clear that by the time we put this behind us, we will all have  experienced 
something akin to loss. Thinking about our students in particular, it will have been the loss of 
routine and structure and potentially the impact on their friendship groups. We met as a 
curriculum team this week to begin to talk about what the recovery curriculum might look like at 
SRWA. We’re thinking about where we can find space in the curriculum to help students process 
what has happened. We are looking to upskill our teachers and support staff with how to support 
students who have experienced loss, and potentially, trauma. If we manage the transition back to 
school well, we have the best chance of our students coming out of this a little wiser and 
potentially more resilient and independent than cohorts that have gone before them. We also 
recognise that for some, it will have been a very difficult time and we will increase counselling 
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hours on offer at the Academy. Our Chaplin will also be on hand to work with those students 
finding it the hardest to transition back to school.  
 
Even though I’m clearly thinking about how we’re going to get everybody back, I’m fully aware 
that for most of our students learning remains online and at home. It is amazing how many of 
them have just got on with things in spite of everything. Their commitment to their learning is an 
inspiration to all of the staff here at SRWA.  
 
I hope you a lovely weekend,  
 
Kieran 
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Year 11 KS5 Bridging Programme Lessons End 
Next week is the final week of the 6th form bridging lessons. The last session will be on Friday 19th 
June.  After that we will transition to the Summer Home Learning that is set in preparation for the 
new year 12s in September (see details of the year 12 induction day below).  The full timetable for 
the bridging programme is below. 
 
Normal lesson times apply:  
P1 & P2 - 9.05am-10.45am 
P3 & P4 - 11.05am-12.45pm 



 
P5 & P6 - 1.20pm - 3.00pm 

 
 
Week 1 Lessons 
Next week, students will be following Week 1 lessons.  This means students will attend online 
lessons as follows: 
 
Period 1 - 9.05am - 9.55am 
Period 3 - 11.05am - 11.55am 
Period 5 - 1.20pm - 2.10pm 
 
Year 11 into Year 12: Induction Events for Parents and Students - 25th June 
Normally at this time of year we would be inviting in the current year 11 students who are staying 
with us in the sixth form for an Induction Day to prepare them for September. The day is an 
important event in supporting the transition from key stage 4 into key stage 5. Therefore, we will 
host an online induction event. 
 
Students and parents of year 11 will receive invitations in due course. Students will be asked to 
register their attendance on the 6th form application system here: https://wsix.applicaa.com/ 
On the landing page they will see the event details where you can register. 
 
We also plan to run an evening event for parents and students on Thursday 25th June at 7pm, 
which will entail a short presentation outlining the processes for results, enrolment and the start 
of term in September. To ensure maximum families can join, this will be hosted as a Zoom 
webinar. 
 
In addition to the email invite, you can also sign up for the Induction Event here: W6 6th Form 
Parents’ Information Evening 
 
Digital Learning: Live Lessons 
We are so proud of all the achievements of our staff and students as they have taken to online 
learning. It is no mean feat that so many of us are able to get online and interact in Live Lessons. 
 
There continues to be over 400 Live Lessons going on, with 725 staff and students getting online 
to learn and teach on Google Meet. 
 
Since we went into lockdown there has been a staggering 2158 Live Lessons, with 980 students 
and teachers getting involved. An excellent effort and commitment from everyone.  
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Assessments from 29th June 
The end of the year is always a time where we assess students to ascertain how much progress 
they have made, and to identify any gaps in their learning that may need to be addressed in the 
new school year. This year has been very different in many ways, but, if anything, the need to find 
out where students are in terms of their learning is even more important to enable us to support 
them going forward. So, from 29th June to 10th July, students will be doing subject assessments 
in their normal three scheduled lesson times in a day.  
 
All assessments will be scheduled in students’ Google Classroom calendars (Canvas for Year 12) 
and necessary resources/links made available. Obviously, we will also be talking to our classes 
about the assessments and preparing them online beforehand as necessary. 
 
Years 7, 8 and 9 
Students will be scheduled to take three GL subject progress tests, in English, Maths and Science, 
in these lessons, exactly as they did in school last year. Parents/carers will be sent details/logins 
and clear instructions for supporting this assessment process (and students should be pretty 
familiar with it themselves). Ideally students will need to use Google Chrome to access these 
progress tests. 
 
Other subjects will also be running short assessments in their scheduled lessons, and these will 
form part of their normal online learning, also accessed through Google Classroom. 
 
Year 10 
Students will have assessments in all core and option subjects - these will be scheduled 
throughout the fortnight by departments through Google classroom, in the same way as their 
normal online learning. Full instructions for each will be provided for them to follow. 
 
Year 12 
Students will have assessments in all subjects, which will be scheduled, as normal lessons are, on 
Canvas. Full instructions for each will be provided for them to follow. 
 
How can I support at home? 
Our main aims are to ensure that students are able to participate in the assessments confidently, 
and that we have an accurate view of what each student can and can’t do. So a few things will 
really help: 
 

● As quiet an environment as possible during the assessments 
● Making sure phones and other internet windows are not available throughout the 

assessments 
● Ensuring in advance that students are able to upload their work to Google Classroom - 

nothing new here, but this can be practised with your teachers in advance if it hasn’t yet 
been done   

 
What preparation is needed? 
Class teachers will guide students through the preparation needed, but in general, commitment to 
attending classes, and completing the tasks set is what is asked. 
 
Where can I find support? 

● If there is an issue or concern with a particular subject assessment, please contact your 
child’s class teacher 



 
● If there is a general concern about accessing assessments, please contact your child’s 

Chapter team 
● If your child has SEND, you have a regular contact in this area, and you need support, do 

contact your usual SEND contact 
● If the issue is an IT-related one, please contact ITHelpdesk@srwa.co.uk 

 
Citizenship event next week 
We are all too aware of the recent events in the news surrounding the death of George Floyd in 
the United States and the impact this has had in all parts of the world amid the COVID 19 
pandemic.  It is regrettable that media commentary (particularly that found on social media 
platforms) rarely helps us understand this in a calm and sensible manner and often serves only to 
exacerbate worries and concerns and often leads to more questions than answers.  For young 
people especially this can be a very confusing and worrying time.  
 
In light of this, we will be using our tutor times next week to spend some time addressing these 
issues and offering students a place to learn a bit more about what is going on and to ask 
questions in a safe and constructive way.   
 
We ask that students are encouraged to log on on Monday at 08.50 to their tutor group google 
classroom to join in the discussions with their tutor groups. 
  
IT HelpDesk 
Even though we are slowly transitioning to more onsite provision, we are still here to offer support 
to families with accessing online lessons as this is our main form of teaching at the moment.  
 
If you or your children require any assistance accessing any of the learning systems, send an 
email to ITHelpDesk@srwa.woodard.co.uk and we will be delighted to help you. We really want to 
help, so if something is proving difficult or just not working as expected, please get in touch. 
 
Careers 
We have been provided with some useful information from Success at Schools entitled ‘Helping 
Your Child Begin their Career Journey’ aimed at parents/carers and students.  It looks at 
employability skills and different pathways into work and how students can begin to plan and 
research their options. 
 
Wellbeing and Looking After Ourselves 
Here is the link again to a few resources and ideas which we hope you find useful to share with 
your children: Mindfulness for students . 
 
We also regularly offer content and support to our students via their Year Group Google 
Classroom, where they will find a Wellbeing topic area. This includes resources on coping 
mechanisms, directions to helpful sites, plus reminders about who they can contact in school for 
support. Please encourage your child to take a look. 
 
Here is our summary of available support and we’d like to reshare that with you here. 
 
There are also lots of professional organisations set up to support young people with problems 
that they may be facing, including feelings of worry and anxiety. Here are details of a few of the 
most broad ranging and well-established, all of which have fantastic online resources and 
information: 
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Worthing and Adur Find It Out Centre Local Hub for supporting young people aged 11-25 
www.themix.org.uk/mental-health Free, confidential helpline service for young people under 25 
who need help, but don't know where to turn. 
www.youngminds.org.uk/find-help Can provide support and point young people in the direction of 
help with a range of issues. 
www.mind.org.uk Advice and support to empower anyone experiencing a mental health problem. 
www.ymcadlg.org Online counselling and mental health support platform ‘e-wellbeing’. 
www.childline.org.uk Help for anyone under 19 in the UK with any issue they’re going through. 
www.winstonswish.org Support for bereaved children and young people, and for their families and 
the professionals who support them. 
  
Additionally, if your child has a special educational need or disability, you may find the following 
link useful: West Sussex local offer: for reference, FAQs and information. 
 
Pastoral Care 
Our pastoral and SEND teams and our tutors remain committed to staying in contact with 
students during our closure.   
 
Our regular check-in calls with those who might particularly need support are continuing and if 
you have any concerns at all about your child, please get in touch with their tutor, a member of 
their chapter team or our SEND team. 
 
There are also Google Classrooms for tutor groups, year groups and chapters, where students can 
gain support from our colleagues and keep in contact with their peers. Regular inter-chapter 
competitions and enrichment activities are also shared here. Please encourage your child to 
interact with these forums - it’s a great way for them to feel connected and remain motivated and 
positive. 
 
Please also make use of the mindfulness and mental wellbeing links and resources we have shared 
earlier in this bulletin.  
 
Key Pastoral Support Contact List 
Chapter/Area  Role  Name  Email 

Brunel  PSO  Viv Silverthorne  vsilverthorne@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Brunel  Chapter Leader  Liam Tighe  ltighe@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Brunel  Chapter Head  Natasha Corrigan  ncorrigan@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Dickens  PSO  Valerie Westgate  vwestgate@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Dickens  Chapter Leader  Deb Barr  dbarr@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Dickens  Chapter Head  Harry Scantlebury  hscantlebury@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Lapper  PSO  Claire Smith  csmith@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Lapper  Chapter Leader  Henri Heery  hheery@srwa.woodard.co.uk 
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Lapper  Chapter Head  Mark Fox  mfox@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Mandela  PSO  Samantha Peach  speach@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Mandela  Chapter Leader  James Matanle  jmatanle@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Mandela  Chapter Head  Eber Kington  ekington@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Nightingale  PSO  Kerry Ramshaw  kramshaw@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Nightingale  Chapter Leader  Charlotte Earl-Novell  cearl-novell@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Nightingale  Chapter Head  Simon Davies  sdavies@srwa.woodard.co.uk  

W6  W6 Pastoral  Anne Morley  amorley@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Safeguarding   DSL  Eber Kington  dsl@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

Chaplaincy  Chaplain  Paul Sanderson  psanderson@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

 
Key SEND Support Contact list 
Department  Role Name Email 

SEND  SENCo  Mel English  menglish@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  Inclusion Manager  Seb Stott  sstott@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  HLTA-Literacy  Frances Speller  fspeller@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  HLTA-Access  Anthony Ashby  aashby@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  HLTA-ASC  Jill Cox  jcox@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  TA-Sensory  Carol Luxford  cluxford@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  TA  Rachael Ellis  rellis@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  Chelsea Champion  Presley Geal  pgeal@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

SEND  SEND Admin   Anna Okines  aokines@srwa.woodard.co.uk 

 
UCL Academic Education Research at SRWA - 'Learning During Lockdown' 
Mr Harman would like students in Years 7-10 and 12 to participate in a research project by 
completing an online survey (15-20 minutes via Google Forms), as part of his Doctorate in 
Education studies at the Institute of Education (IOE), University College London (UCL). The study 
is called – ‘Learning experiences of secondary school and further education students using a remote 
virtual learning environment, as a result of school closures during the COVID-19 global pandemic.’ 
The IOE is world number one for education research and this survey provides an important and 
valuable opportunity for your son/daughter to contribute their experiences of learning during 
lockdown, whilst using the Academy’s remote virtual learning environment (Google 
Classroom/Meet) for lessons in all subjects. During what has been a truly unique and extremely 
challenging time for many in our community, responses to this survey will not only provide 
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insights for this and future academic education research studies, but also help to inform how we 
use online learning environments at the Academy. Please find a detailed information letter here , 
but the plan is to send out the survey link to students as soon as possible and within the next two 
weeks.  
 
Lockdown Shout Outs👏👏👏 
★ Aniqua Phillips in year 7 for trying out new creative art techniques to enhance her online 

studies. 
★ 7y3 Spanish for such positive attitudes and hard work in their online lessons - particularly 

Lewis Beadell, Cody Bennett, Charlie Blythe-Huggett, Amy Carter, Benjamin Costello, Taylor 
Curram, Charlie Elliott-Dorey, Cerys Fuller, Peter Gull, Thea Hardinge, Imogen Huntley, 
Cooper Love, Bailey McLean, Millie Munday, Fox Palmer, Emily Parker, Jennifer Phillips, Evie 
Pickard, Angel Rossetti, Phoebe Sharp & Tilly Sullivan-Allfrey. Thank you! 

★ Jody Brigden, Year 10 Physics - awesome work on some very challenging content 
manipulating equations of motion. 

★ Year 7 and Year 8 History - for consistently good work: Amelia Thomas, Zachary Milford, 
Amy Saunders, Lewis Beadell, Cerys Fuller, George Alnakoula, Oskar Birtles, James 
Chalcraft, Matthew Hopkins, Kayleigh Jukes, William Swarsbrick, Thomas Redman, Ryan 
Williams, Olivia Danton, Lewis Greeney, Lillian Holder, Grace Smith, Nas Balmer, Harry Tyers, 
Grace Maslen and Joshua Poole. 

★ Geography- Jasmin Harvey, year 8 for motivating and inspiring other students to keep going 
with things they are finding difficult on google classroom. 

★ More Geography shout outs for outstanding online learning, Morgan Pickard and Noah 
Whittaker (Year 7) and Damon Ellis (Year 8). Also a special mention to Connor Grey (Year 8) 
for showing resilience and not giving up when finding something challenging. 

★ Year 8X2 History: Owen McVeigh, Lily Hartzhorne and Isabella Wilkinson for great 
contributions to online discussions. 

★ Ruby Stuart, Year 7 for being consistently amazing in maths. 
★ Mrs Clark's 9B Spanish - the majority are on every lesson, their contributions are excellent, 

their attitude to learning is so positive and they are making so much progress with 
consistently learning vocabulary through Quizlet.  Well done. I am very proud of you. 

★ Dance shout outs this week go to the following year 7 students - Charlie Blythe-Huggett, 
Zak Enticknapp, Zak Balmer, Kia Bonnell and Angel Rossetti for their amazing Fortnite 
Dance moves! Also to Lewis Beadell, Evie Pickard, Evelyn Downes and Matilda Palmer for 
always going above and beyond and putting great effort into all the tasks set on Google 
classroom! 

★ Year 8 artists - Jasmine Daly, Jemima Carter, Lauren Godley, Lily Hartzhorne, Ruby Heath, 
Quinn Hannon, Scarlett Carroll, Grace Thomas, Ciaran Sharples, Emma Lopez, Isabella 
Wilkinson, Lacie Huxtable, Libby Syred, Brooke Franklin, Eleanor Bartlett and Harrison 
Viinikka for the amount of time and effort that they are putting into their work. The past few 
lessons we have been focusing on graphic designers and producing studies or artists work 
and creating images using typography and there is so much skill and higher level thinking in 
a lot of their analysis.  
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